AN ARCSINE LAW FOR MARKOV CHAINS
DAVID A. FREEDMAN1

1. Introduction. Suppose {xn} is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables with mean 0. Under certain mild
assumptions
[4], the arcsine law gives the limiting distribution
of
the relative frequency of positive partial sums; the probability
that
this relative frequency is ^x converges to 27r_1 arc sin y/x, or more
generally to an incomplete beta function.
This result may be extended to cover functionals of Markov chains
with stationary transition probabilities.
Precise conditions are given

in Theorem 1 of §2 and Theorem 2 of §4.
The basic analytic technique, of partitioning the sample sequence
according to the occurrence of a fixed state, is due to Doeblin [2].
This paper follows the notation and theory of [l]. A brief resume of
the pertinent facts is given in §2; §3 gives proofs, and §4 generalizations.

2. The arcsine law for Markov chains. Let {xn: w = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • }
be a Markov chain with state space I. Let / be a real function on I.
The process y„ =/(x„) is called functional on the chain {x„}. Suppose
Xo= i- Let Tv be the time of the vth i, so that Ti = 0. Let p„ = T,+i— t,
for v¡£l. Suppose the chain is positive, with stationary
initial distribution {ttj-.jEI} ; mi = Epy = Tr~1, 0<mi< ». The subscript v will
be used for random variables defined on [t„, r„+i), and for functions
on the first v elements of such sequences. Other types of sequence will
be indexed by m, n, j. The letter i is reserved for states. By the strong
Markov property, random variables defined on different [t„ tv+i) are
independent.
In particular,
{p,:v=\,
2, ■ ■ - } is a sequence of independent, identically distributed
random variables, and any random
variable

with index v is independent

of {p,+x, pv+2, • ■ • }. Let

r„+i— 1

F, = Z /(*.):

"è 1.

Then if y,iei ir,-|/(t)| < °°, M = iTiE(Yr) is finite and independent of
i. Let /=/— M, Zy= Y, —Mp,. The Zy are a sequence of independent,
identically

distributed

random

variables.

Write

S* = Zx+

■ ■ ■ +Z,.

Finally put
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y-o

y-o

and let r¡= 1 when 5y>0, =0 when 5,^0.

Define

r(n)
y-o

Then
Theorem 1. Suppose {xn| is a Markov chain with stationary transition probabilities and state space I and fis a real function on I such that
(i) I is a positive recurrent class,

(Ü) £<€/T41/(*•)[<

oo, _

(iii) limn.00n-1I:yB,1F(5y>0)=a.

Then
lim P(r(n)

¿ *) - Fa(x)

where
Faix) = 0

= 0

x < 0; = 1, x ^ 0 /or a = 0

x < 0; = 1, x ^ 1

ir-1 sin xa I

í«-^!

- í)-a¿5, 0 ^ x g 1

/or 0 < a < 1

V (1

= 0, x < 1; = 1, x è 1 for a = 1.
3. Proofs. The proof of Theorem

1 proceeds via several lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let F be a distribution function
nth convolution

with itself and a<b

not degenerate at0;Fn

real numbers.

its

Then Fn(b) — Fn(a)

->0.
Proof.

Compute

the integral

characteristic

function

of F\

Lemma 2. Let d,= l when \S,\ úk, =0 when \§,\ >k. Define d(n)
= «_1Z?-i«\. Then d(n)-^p0.
Proof. Ed(n) = n~lJ^,l
Apply Lemma

P(\ S,\ £k).

1 and Cauchy's

theorem.

Lemma 3. Let {ïï,: l^v<
oo } be an increasing sequence of o-fields
suchthat {pi, l^i^v
—l} is $ „-measurable and {p„ p,+i, • ■ ■ } is independent of 9%.Let {(7„: 1 ^v < oo ] be a strictly increasing sequence of
natural number-valued random variables, with [U, = k]E$k- Then
p, = Pv is a random variable, and [ß,:v = 1, 2, • • • J is distributed

like {p„:v = l, 2, ■ • • }.
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This is an easy generalization

[August

of Theorem

5.2 on p. 145

of [3].
Lemma 4. Let \t,:v —\, 2, ■ ■ ■ } be a sequence of random variables
taking the values 0 and 1, such that:
(i) {tx, ■ ■ ■ , t,} is 5,+x-measurable;
(n) I^-i*--»00
a.s.;

(iii)m-'ZXi/„->"•'/.

Then
"
a.s.
n 1 2-, Upv+x->
mit.

„_i

d

Proof. Let Tn= T^"_i t„ and define U,= 1+ smallest w such that
Tn = v. Then {p,}, {U,} satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3, so that

{ßr} = {pup} behaves like {p*}- Then

w"1Z Up,+x= M~1rnr„"153 p»,
r—1

v=l

and by the strong law of large numbers,
Tn

Tñl Z A

a.s.
-*mi.

This completes the argument.
The proof of the theorem is obtained by putting together these
facts; the crucial one being Lemma 4.
To begin with, by the dominated convergence theorem, it suffices
to consider only initial distributions
concentrated
at one point. Suppose then that xo —i. Let »*= [tt»«] + 1. Define /„=1 or 0 according
as 5„>0 or ^0; d,= \ or 0 according as | Sv\ ^K or <K, where K
will be chosen later; g„= 1 or 0 according as

v, = 1 + E

I /(*«)I = K/2 or > A/2.

Fix e, ô>0, and consider the sets

Ao= {»-x| (rn.+i-

1) - «I ^5},

n*-l

Ai = <» l Z <^Pm-iá 5> ,

A2= j»"1 È g.P, è 1 - ô\ ,
A3=

¡»-'pi

^5}.
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1963]

Now by choosing K sufficiently large, it will follow that there exist
natural numbers », such that « è «y will imply P(Ay) «= 1 — e,
j = 0,1, 2,3. Indeed, for j = 0 observe that «_17n«+i:=(M*_1T„»+i)(«_1M*)
= »*-1(pi+ • • • +p„')w_1([7r¿»]-fl)-^»íiir¿=
1 by the strong law of
large numbers. When j=l the estimate follows from Lemmas 2 and

3, with JF»= f5{x,, s^Ty}, in the sense of [l, p. 72]. For/=2,
fact that w-1«ir¿»*_1 while {gvpv} is a sequence of independent,
tically distributed L' random variables. Hence

^
a.s.
r
r.»*-1 2-, i'P'-► *i I
v=l

use the
iden-

P'dP-

Jwr£K/2

For sufficiently large K, this is sil —5/2, and the result holds. The
case j = 3 is clear.
But
\Sy\ ^ K and wr+1 S K/2
implies
{S¡: T,+i^i<T»+j)
are all positive or negative with Sr. Hence on

AonAirNiA2nA3, which has probability

ï£l— 4e, r(«) differs by at

most 45 from r*(»*) = E?^1 ^Ph-i/E^'i
P»- Divide numerator and
denominator by »* and apply Lemma 3 to see that the limiting dis-

tribution of r(w) is that of »*_1E?-i*»•
Moreover r*(»*) and r(») are both in [O, l]; hence their expectations differ by at most 4e+45. And for sufficiently large », (1 —ô)mr1
= «*(E"=i P»)_1^(l+5)wr1
except on a set of measure ^e, so that
n*-l

(1 - b)mi "»•-» E EitvPt+x) - e è Er*(n*)
V-1

n*-l

á (1 + «ímr1»*-1 E

E(UPr+x) + 6.

v-1

But ty and p„+i are independent,
n«-l

so that

E(tvpv+x) =P(5„>0)m<.

Thus

n

(l - a)»*-1 E P(& > 0) - 5«- 45 ^ »-1 E P(3y > 0)
1—1

j=l

n'-l

£ (1 + 5)»*-1E P0, > 0) + 5e + 45
v=l

implying that
n«

n

n*-1E P(& > 0) and m"1E PiSj > 0)
v=l

/—1

have the same asymptotic behavior.
Applying Theorem 7.1 of [4], which is the best available arcsine
law for independent random variables, completes the proof.
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4. Generalizations.

Clearly Lemma 2 holds for the partial sums of

any sequence of independent,
identically distributed
random variables; Lemma 3 holds when {p„: v= 1, 2, • • • J is any sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables, as does Lemma
4—provided E(pv) is finite and nonzero. The lemma fails without this
restriction. In Lemma 4, moreover, the {/„} may take any finite set
of values, without a serious change in the proof. In addition, weighted
averages of arcsine laws may arise as the limiting distribution,
if
there is more than one positive class. Finally, transient states are
permitted if the process spends only a finite amount of time among
them; M is then random, and computed
for the positive class in
which the process is absorbed.
To state these results precisely, suppose the process has positive
recurrent classes Im, m=l,
2, ■ ■ ■ . Define {irt^'.iEIm}
as the corresponding
stationary
initial distributions,
Mm the corresponding

JIFs. Let irm= P(xnEIm

ultimately),

M=Mm

if x„£F»

ultimately,

f(n) be the relative frequency of the event Sn —Mn>0 among the
first n partial sums, and Pi(-)=P(-\x0
= i). Since the limiting behavior of P(Sn > 0) is independent
of the initial distribution
when
there is only one positive class we have the following general result.

Theorem
2. Let {xn} be a Markov chain with stationary
probabilities and state space I. Suppose
(i) {x„} has no null states,
(ii) {xn} is among its transient states only finitely often,

transition

(iii) Hieim tt^I fi) | < » for all m,
(iv) lim,,..« «_1 XXi PiiSj—Mmj>0)

=amfor iEIm exists for all m.

Then {x„} obeys the weighted arcsine law
lim Pif in) á x) = 2
n-.ee

TmF0m(x).

m

These considerations
generalize easily to the continuous time case.
A much more interesting question is the behavior of a chain with one
null recurrent class; for then the crucial Lemma 4 fails.
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